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After a five-year hiatus, Corb Lund’s Agricultural Tragic is a record with instantly             

detectible depth and energy. Even its title draws a taut thread backwards in time              

through Waylon, Williams — even before Robert Johnson — to that pre-fenced and             

perilous era of exchange between untamed infinity and we humans striving to make this              

land ours, using heart, hope and horses.  

  

The album’s title is also the name of Lund’s self-applied subgenre. While examining his              

own body of work, he noticed and wryly named this larger narrative string of rural               

adversities. So-called “Ag-Trag” themes continue to feature prominently in Lund’s latest           

songwriting, thus leading him to choose Agricultural Tragic for the name of his 10th              

full-length studio album. 

  

We begin the trail ride with a slightly dangerous sort of fun exemplified by its first track                 

and single, “90 Seconds of Your Time.” 

  

A punchy, real-life story of Lund expressing concerns to his militant mountain guide             

bent on murder after three mules and a mare mysteriously disappeared from their             

camp, this negotiation with bloodlust and revenge is a kickass country song, smartly             

placed at the head of the new collection of accessible Americana — including forays into               

rockabilly, Texas swing … and even some excellent cowboy poetry about unfortunate            

tattoos. 

  

And while the album bubbles with familiar styles, it’s really rather more complicated             

than that. As Lund explains, “The stuff I do to this day is a reflection of the two chunks                   

of my life: growing up Western, and then being exposed to the indie rock scene for 15                 

years.” 

  

Born a ranch kid in the Canadian Rockies, Lund was an actual rodeo-steer rider and               

wrestler in his youth. Before his current bandleader incarnation with the Hurtin’            

Albertans (touring with acts including Miranda Lambert, Blue Rodeo, The Turnpike           



Troubadours, and many others), Lund was an integral part of the smalls, a legendary              

Canadian indie rock band who didn’t quite fit into any single category, either, mixing              

punk, speed metal, and — indeed — country. 

  

Which brings us back to Lund’s philosophy making Agricultural Tragic. 
  

“There are people who do Western music and they kind of freeze-dry it, like museum               

style. I don’t do that at all. I’m interested in expressing myself currently. Which is               

actually what it feels like to have six generations of cowboy heritage thrown into the               

crazy 21st
Century urban setting,” he explains. “I love the traditional style and I use it.                

But I approach it with abandon and irreverence.” 

  

Fitting his history of near-constant touring, Agricultural Tragic was recorded around           

the continent, everywhere from Nashville to Lethbridge, and including at Vancouver’s           

Fader Mountain, “where all the metal bands recorded,” Lund laughs, noting Metallica,            

The Cult, David Lee Roth and others made music there in part to avoid the easy                

temptations of Los Angeles. 

  

“My goal in this record was to make something that was still sparse and us — just the                  

band — but bigger. It’s one of the better-sounding records we’ve made. The guys were               

stoked.” 

  

“Raining Horses,” is a heart-wrenching portrait of “horse poor” ranchers praying their            

hand-to-mouth existence has a silver lining. And then there is “Never Not Had Horses,”              

which Lund wrote for his mother, who recently had to let go of the last, aging horses she                  

would ever stable. 

  

“She was just keeping them around because they were pensioners, basically,” Lund says             

with sad smile. “That’s an Ian Tyson phrase. But from the moment she was born, this                

was the first time she had ever not had horses.” 

  

It’s one of a number of songs on the record where animals loom large — including “Rat                 

Patrol,” a nod to the trappers who keep Lund’s home province of Alberta boastfully              

rat-free. 

  

Like dealing from a Tarot deck, Lund sends out precise and philosophical passes over              

dozens of characters and realities — sometimes dark, sometimes hilarious — all on the              

boldest periphery of country music. 

  



The winking song “Old Men” praises experience over flash. The thoughtful slow-dance            

“Louis L’Amour” echoes a common, No Country for Old Men sentiment that the days of               

the rural expanse as an escape are fading. Lund notes in the song, a co-write with                

legendary George Strait writer Dean Dillon, that, “not every gunfight was won by the              

good guys” in a way neither didactic nor preachy.  

  

But every sombre moment is balanced with a hair-shaking twin, perhaps most notably “I              

Think You Oughta Try Whisky,” a terrific, swaggering duet with Jaida Dreyer, winner of              

2018’s Real Country reality TV show. 

  

“She’s been a songwriter in Nashville for many years. She’s being coming to our shows               

for a long time, I’ve known her forever, she’s a pal.” 

  

In the studio with her working on other music, Lund and Dreyer recorded the song as a                 

demo. “But like with Kristy MacColl on the Pogues’ Fairytale of New York,” he explains,               

“everyone loved the demo — so we just kept her vocal.” 

  

The band — including longtime drummer Brady Valgardson, guitar player Grant           

Siemens and upright bass player Kurt Ciesla — is ready and rearing to tour. 

  

“I think it’s relevant that we have the same people after however many years,” says               

Lund, “because we definitely have a sound, our own vibe. No matter how good the               

studio player is, there’s an extra layer of subconscious understanding going on. It’s hard              

to quantify but it’s there. But you can feel it when we play.” 

 


